HUNDREDS ASK HENDRUBG TO ATTACK

Celebration Annual Mart Party Tonight

WALL STREET MAGNETS MAKE MERRY AT GYM

Ledge Lichard and Journal Juglers Sympathe at

By Roy C. Green

The knighthood Wall Street magna-

ics have adopted in line with the

second annual Mart in the

University of Iowa. The high-

shaded Juglers— who can en-

trance at any time— will be

first to space an occasion

for the students to enjoy

which will culminate in the

closing banquet of the

weekend.

The problem suggests

how the students of the college

of Commerce can be

made to enjoy the games.

BRITISH TROOPS ON RIIINE

The sub-inspector deacon retired from the

role of the British troops in

the Ruhr to aid the in their country.

The German industrial area was illegal

for the time being, will keep her

troops on the

Rhine and Ruhr, stated that

many

members of the Reichstag,

the head of the cabinet. How-

ever, members of the government

had not been informed of the

steps that the Rhine and Ruhr,

and Belgium occupy Ruhr.

Registration officials at the

university are expecting a rush business in

and Belgium occupy Ruhr.

The chancellor aid that the whole

is not result in war, but in se-

parate

A.

By Ferdinand John

University High

Rally To Benefit

By Peter H. Gentry

After being sponsored during the

first half of the Wuihington University high

basketball season, the students

lured those interested in the event of the day.

University High is in the lead

as the day's events.

The game is being

in the second period over.

The students deacon

to scorch with French

so they are not about to

the students of the French

will be played from the

French Radio station.

The decision was reached Friday

at a meeting of the council.

However, members of the govern-

ment have made no

and fast production expected.
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Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Kappa Sigma Fraternity will entertain at a dancing party tonight at the chapter house tonight. Dr. and Mrs. John V. Van Dyke will entertain.

Phi Gamma Delta
The Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity will hold a dancing party tonight at the chapter house. Chanpions will be Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Williams.

Kappa Sigma Fraternity
The chapterhouse at the ChiOmega tonight will be Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ewing. Last night Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Baughn displayed.

W. A. Varney
Mrs. Erving Thome will be the champion at the chapter's association dinner this afternoon in Company A hall.

Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Varney was damaged by Mr. and Mrs. Z. E. Garvin last night. Tonight the champions will be Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kring.

Delta Gamma Fraternity
Delta Gamma Fraternity is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma society, Miss Harper of Gamma Phi Beta, and Miss Defier of Delta Gamma.

Book and Craft Shop
The university Text Books and Supplies.

Surprisingly low prices on all supplies.

(125 West Washington St.)

Skaters--Attention!

We have wool O. D. breeches
Just like new—for a few days
1.45 — 1.95 — 2.45
Blum's Surplus Army Store
125 East College Street

Tony L. Marlas, Prop.

Special Dinner Ware Sale

Including Nippon, Bavarian, English and American Ware

Special
32 piece set $25.00 to $15.00

Lillic Electric Co.
125 E. College St.

Delta Sigma Pi

Represents College of Commerce Here

New Spring Dresses

Make their initial bow—and in no past season has Fashion presented Frocks so lovely—so exquisite in quality—at prices so extremely moderate as these.

FARRIS

Taffeta Flap Crepe, $16.50
Clayton Crepe, $15.00
Wool Crepe, $14.50
Palley

$69.50

Because of the bountiful qualities of taffeta—this springtime fabric was chosen to portray these models bound to silhouette, with sleeves full and wide, and bodices snugly fitted. The graceful charm of siluetness is disclosed in models that are alluringly draped or circular in silhouette with lowered waist line, upon fronts, trains and even more hemlines. Tiny sleeves, low collars, gold braid, silk flowers, pleaded yokes, and metallic ornaments contribute their share in emphasizing "Individuality" in each of the many models.

DAILY CALENDAR

Saturday, January 27
Registration from 1 to 9
Second annual convocation start entertainment.
Women's association dinner in Company A at 8:30 p.m.
University club dinner in the club house at 8 p.m.
Northwestern-Iowa basketball game at 1:15 p.m.
Meeting of the Congregational club in the Union at 7:15 p.m.
Westminster-Otto basketball game at 9:15 p.m.
Poster contest of the Christmas Carolers after the game at the Congregational, Tappan. Party for Methodist students at the choir after the game. Party for Presbyterian students at the church after the game.

Movie Calendar

Harry Croswell

in "All Right"

Pastime

Buster Keaton

in "The Music Box"

English

Bole Danely

in "The World's Premiere"

Garden

Dorothy Dabney

in "The Dark Dancer"

Surprise Ice Cream Brick
The best we have ever made
BANANA ICE CREAM
CHERRY SHERBERT
MAPLE NUT ICE CREAM
A Daubler Taste-Satisfier You Cannot Find
Dessert for Sunday?

Sidwell's
Of Course

Before you plan your Sunday menu consider our

Saturday, January 27, 1917

FRIDAY

A packet arrived at Walter A. Ide, Jr.'s office with the notice that is made in his office by the clerks in the office. He stated that all the clerks in his office are responsible for the work given them. The latter work is to be done on time and made to be correct. This is to confirm to all the representatives who are responsible for the work done in the office. This will be done at the office on time and made to be correct.
The methods of the college of com-merce of the University were recently the subject of an article by Mr. Fred G. White, which appeared in the Journal of Commerce, New York City. Mr. White himself states the fact that Iowa is the most conspicuous example of a college of commerce conducted on a national liberal plan. The majority of the commerce schools of the country are run on the practical plan by which the student is instructed in the problems of business by the case method or by a system of apprenticeship. Mr. White has based his article on a survey of surveys of various commerce schools of the country. He says that the University of Iowa has been successful in the application of the liberal system by giving the student a knowledge and understanding of the different business activities and that this results in students who have a greater adaptability and versatility.

The belt is a looking one, and well made of black and white horse hair, black being the predominant color.
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CO-EDUCATION
GRIPS COLLEGE OF COMMERCE

Has More Women Students Than Any Other Professional College

By Hazel Freeman

Co-education is "nothing" in Iowa's professional colleges and may result in women not always playing the equal

The "educational partnership" is in college of commerce may take as a criticism.

The college of commerce in the University boasts that women answer to his call will contribute to the commerce, number of its members, as only the ordinary member is the highest fifteen.

"Co-education" in commerce organized for a number of years ago, and the present time is the beginning of a news of research on personal management at New York City. Three business graduates were given the honor of a business as entertainment. The third and last: "many technical colleges are going to be co-educational," he said.

Special Victor Records

Journey's End
When Hearts Are Young
Lost (A Wonderful Girl)
My Buddy
When Winter Comes
Three to the Right
Red Moon

PASTIME THEATRE

DIRECTED BY LORON EDWARDS
STAGED BY JOHN REID

The Screen's Supreme Spectacle of Beauty and Thrills

The World's Wickedest Woman

No photoplay has ever received such wonderful notices as this gigantic super production

William Fox presents

For Your Patronage
WE MAKE
JUST TWO ARGUMENTS
BETTER FITTER, HIGHER PRICES
MORE AM. MARKETABLE PRICES

Think of it!
Fine Tailored Suits, with
EXTRAPANTS FREE
as low as
$29.50

Spend only 10 Dollars
DO IT TODAY—NOW!

Peterson's
(By the City Hall)

Basketball - Northwestern vs. Iowa

NEW ARMORY
SATURDAY, JANUARY 27; 7:30 P.M.

Reserved seats $1.00 additional

Children under 12, 50c

Reserved seats at Wholesale prices starting Thursday

MARY V. BURNS
STENOGRAPHIC MANAGERSHIP
Marie B. Thomas
Theresa Typertsson
Room 8, Paul-Helen Bldg.

BUNGE STARTS LECTURES FOR COMMERCIAL YEAR

Required Only Seven Years To Go From Department To College

Noted Economists Give Annual Talks To Commerce College

Noted business men and women from all parts of the country and professions from other colleges brought here by regular interval of the 1931 students this fall for the sessions of "Business in the Making of Tomorrow," these business men and women have presented a great help in proving the commerce students with the peripheral world and giving them fact and fiction information concerning many phases of business.

This fall, 1931, graduated the number of commerce college organized in 1875, Chicago, spoke last year the lecture describing the new work of the commerce department of the modern bank showing the latest ideas in banking.

This year, the series of lectures by A. D. Barnes, reached the American and British banks and merchants, member or editor, here, "Business

95 PER CENT
GAIN IS MADE IN COMMERCIAL YEAR

In the college of commerce, the number of students increased by 95 per cent, with an attendance of 115 students in 1924-25, and 117 graduates compares with 26 of commerce organized for a number of years ago, and the present time is the beginning of a news of research on personal management at New York City. Three business graduates were given the honor of a business as entertainment.
COMMERCE CLUB CLAIMS TITLE OF MOST REPRESENTATIVE GROUP

By Mrs. Schwartz

The Commerce club is the most representative society in the college of Commerce, excluding as it does all the extra membership of the college. Every student working for the degree of Bachelor of Science in commerce is eligible to become a member of the club and no member on the payment of a small fee. The Commerce club corresponds to the college of law students' association, and the same rules of admission apply to all commercial students.

In the past, the Commerce club has met with success in fostering the varied events that have taken place in the college and has maintained that tradition of pride and success that has been the charge of the Middletown.

Women who have been on the campus for more than the past two years will not be found among the current officers. At the recent meeting of the Commerce club, the following were elected: President, Mrs. M. H. Beach; Vice-president, Mrs. C. M. Beach; Secretary, Mrs. M. A. Reid, and Treasurer, Mrs. C. M. Reid.

THE FLIRT

Booth Tarkington

She was a Girl (and Beautiful)

She was a Woman (and Russia)

She was a Spy (and America)

She was a Husband (and England)

She was a Liar (and the United States)

She was a Saint (and the French Revolution)

They're Great, Too!

DOROTHY DALTON in "THE DARK SECRET"

"What's Wrong With the Women?" Starts Sunday

What would YOU Risk for "THE WORLD'S APPLAUSE"?

A girl who lived to find that the plum-plant did not fail to bloom.

PLAYING WITH FIRE—See this sensational drama of cabinet and society life.

WILLIAM DEMILLE'S

most lavish production—
THE WORLD'S APPLAUSE

with HERB DANIELS and LEWIS STONE

NOW SHOWING at the GLERT THEATRE

RoDOLPH VALENTO IN "ALL NIGHT"

ALSO ROUND TWO OF THE "NEW LEATHER FURSERS."

FIVE DAYS COMMENCING TOMORROW

One of Our "Three Best" of the Entire Year

THE MIDDLE WEST PREMIERE SHOWING OF

Booth Tarkington's

The Girl
SUGGESTION TO AUTHORS.

A very close and careful little task would be to use up a few well-rounded (or elliptical) phrases through the beginning of your story, and then at the end repeat these same sentences word for word. The effect on the author is so strong that you may feel that you are sharing your work, and that you are becoming a part of it.

Another advantage of this little trick is that it emphasizes the fact the reader should know on this page, which you may have mentioned before and throughout the story, you have finally wound up at the end of the chapter, with the important rights of their clients.

And there is room for the college graduate in the business and commercial world. Perhaps it is not the world which sells products most noticeable, and the inclination is to believe that much of the progress achieved at present is due to the ability and application of effects which they have prepared in the whole field of commerce, for the world they can undertake. It is, perhaps, the business and administrative business which have been raised to a higher ethical level that the purely professional people have lost their former appeal.
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De Luxe Lunch

STUDENT'S HEADQUARTERS
27 EAST WASHINGTON ST.
Iowa City, Iowa.

The De Luxe lunch offers the possibility of serving the highest quality and well cooked food in Iowa City.

Soup, omelet, roast, gravy, potatoes—oh, well cooked in the modern way and from the perfect ingredients.

MEALS AS USUAL—30c AND 35c.

TRY OUR SUNDAY 50c CHICKEN DINNER.

**“Our Specialty”**

Making satisfying photographs for those not hereditary foes suited. Artistic posing, painstaking detail, high class material and moderate prices.

**LUSCOMBE**

No. 6 DEQUOY STREET

---

**COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS**

Early in February

It simply depends upon how much money a student has.

“Young men are becoming more and more acquainted with the value of life insurance. They are learning that it helps to lift them from the paralyzing fear of being alone, and it is increasingly more people who are taking out life policies because it is necessary,” said Dr. T. D. Bower. “Men have found time in trying to live insurance, protecting for their families, their business and their old age when their earning power shall have diminished.”

Women do not have the same responsibility to take care of the insurance.

They are on the whole carry very little for themselves. This is the great result of unique protection. Protection afforded considerably general policy and protection to their household needs, ranging from three to few for thousands. However, this policy has been properly understood, it is being customarily offered for the defraying of the interest when the family is not satisfied, except in the case of professional students who often carry their own instruments on their business.

---

**EASTERN LIP EPIDEMIOLOGY**

**CATCHES IOWA CITY BOY**

The epidemic of the “flu” which is raging in the northern training camps is causing concern among Iowa City, Morris C. McCarty, Jr., who is attending the United States Military Academy, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Morris C. McCarty, of the University of Iowa military department.

---

**It’s on!**

The sale where all man’s wear can be had at the lowest cost.

---

**OVERCOATS**

All Hart Schaffner & Marx coats in this clear-out are salable. You know what that means. All wool, good, tailoring—made to sell in the regular way from $40 to $65. Your choice of the entire stock at $27 and $37.

BE HERE TONIGHT.
VARSITY SHOWS SPEED IN FINAL PRACTICE WORK

Northwestern Works Out On Hawkeye Floor; McKenzie May Play

A snappy, aggressive offensive drill last night in which the Old Gold players displayed more spirit than has been in evidence all week ends basketball practice for the last Northwestern games tonight at 7:30.

Before the drill, the players shot baskets, practiced passing, shooting and dodging. Most of the tosses were made from beyond the foul circle, and the percentage of baskets was good.

Point and Finkle especially made most of their long baskets. Practice continued mostly in tipoff and layup baskets, practiced passing, dribbling. Played a slow careful game that when compared with other leading Big Ten teams, will stand even with Wisconsin in strength of the Boilermakers.

In general, the Northwesterners are getting better and better. McKenzie, Northwestern’s center, three goals left with the game tonight and he played on the varsity clout. If the Huskies defeat Northwestern they will still stand with Wisconsin in the conference. Williams does not play; practice will continue the next week at Wisconsin.

The Purple team arrived in Iowa City yesterday, and practiced after the Hawkeyes had finished their drills.

Northwestern’s captain, was with the team and will probably play tomorrow. Reports are current that he is still weak from the attack of chills that kept him out of the Michigan game, but that he will play against Iowa if he is needed. His appearance last night, however, seems to indicate that he is in shape to start the game against the Vikings.

In a game that should be an easy victory for the Wolverines, Captain and Capron are expected to be able to get in at least part of this game. Practice also meets Chicago for the varsity, a game that should give the Northwesterners a glimpse of the Ball State, when compared with other leading conference teams.

Coach Sam Barry has warned the team to watch out for Wisconsin, Iowa’s opponent and Monday night. According to reports from Northwestern, Carnegie would have beaten Wisconsin if they had made a few more of their own shots.

Northwestern’s captain, McKenzie, if he plays, the game, will make his first appearance in a game of this magnitude. He plays point, but is the leading scorer on the Purple team. He plays a game somewhat like what Shrack old last night, breaking down the floor and out of the basket. Patterns is one of the best guards in the conference, and will probably keep the Northwesterners out of the game against Iowa. Iowa read wins the game tonight and we keep on for another place. If the Hawkeyes defeat Northwestern they will stand even with Wisconsin in the conference.

In general, the Northwesterners are getting better and better. McKenzie, Northwestern’s center, three goals left with the game tonight and he played on the varsity clout. If the Huskies defeat Northwestern they will still stand even with Wisconsin in the conference. Williams does not play; practice will continue the next week at Wisconsin.

The Purple team arrived in Iowa City yesterday, and practiced after the Hawkeyes had finished their drills.

Northwestern’s captain, was with the team and will probably play tomorrow. Reports are current that he is still weak from the attack of chills that kept him out of the Michigan game, but that he will play against Iowa if he is needed. His appearance last night, however, seems to indicate that he is in shape to start the game against the Vikings.

In a game that should be an easy victory for the Wolverines, Captain and Capron are expected to be able to get in at least part of this game. Practice also meets Chicago for the varsity, a game that should give the Northwesterners a glimpse of the Ball State, when compared with other leading conference teams.

Coach Sam Barry has warned the team to watch out for Wisconsin, Iowa’s opponent and Monday night. According to reports from Northwestern, Carnegie would have beaten Wisconsin if they had made a few more of their own shots.

McKenzie May Play

Their captain, McKenzie, if he plays, the game, will make his first appearance in a game of this magnitude. He plays point, but is the leading scorer on the Purple team. He plays a game somewhat like what Shrack old last night, breaking down the floor and out of the basket. Patterns is one of the best guards in the conference, and will probably keep the Northwesterners out of the game against Iowa. Iowa read wins the game tonight and we keep on for another place. If the Hawkeyes defeat Northwestern they will stand even with Wisconsin in the conference. Williams does not play; practice will continue the next week at Wisconsin.

The Purple team arrived in Iowa City yesterday, and practiced after the Hawkeyes had finished their drills.
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